September 2012

To Die without Fear
If the SAVIOUR had not died for us, if He had not risen from the dead and
ascended into Heaven, our life on earth would be worthless. The SAVIOUR
had to do this in order to save us. He had to die so that we do not have to
fear death. For we know: He has risen from the dead so we, too, will be
raised from the dead. He ascended into Heaven, so we can also enter
Heaven if we try hard.
How beautiful must it be in Heaven that people will be completely happy
and delighted over and over again, eternally, without end. How quickly
people today are discontented: I have already seen it, I am not interested
in it anymore! Up above, in Heaven, we have many possibilities. The very
fact that we will be able to walk in paradisiacal conditions, that we will be
able to transport ourselves to any other planet, is unique. But to tell you the
truth: if you looked only at GOD incessantly, you would still not be able to
grasp His beauty, you would never be able to gaze your fill at Him. The
beauty of GOD is so tremendous that you will have no other wish than to
just keep looking at Him. Amen!
Excerpt from the sermon of 7 April 2012

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Your Life  a Screenplay
To Die without Fear
Is your life not like a screenplay  a screenplay for a film, which is just
being shot? The theme of the film is fantastic. It is about someone who
lives his life, dies and will live again. It is going to be a great film
because GOD Himself is the producer and His Spirit, the HOLY SPIRIT,
is the director. You will be the featuring actor or actress. A tremendous
challenge for you!

Easter, a Scene of Your Film
Easter is like a new phase of the screenplay. You call once more to
mind what will happen in order to be sure of the shooting script. No
matter in what scene you are, whether you are in the Hosanna scene
or in the Crucify Him! scene. You know that according to the screenplay the ending will be a happy end. How you will manage to do that
in detail is not decided yet. And whether you will master your film
deserving an Oscar is also still written in the stars. Because first you
will have to overcome many a Gethsemane and also Good Friday is
yet to come. So excitement and great sensation are provided for. Do
not be afraid, you will gain applause. For the audience, the inhabitants
of Heaven, will applaud you.
But if you do not care about your leading role, if you are not willing
to play it well, you will rise all the same, not to the Light, but to damnation. Then the audience of Heaven will not applaud you, but turn
away from you. So your leading role is a role in which you yourself
decide on your fate.
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